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Business Problem: Need to comply with 
new AI regulations, build trust in AI 
products, and promote brand as 
trustworthy.

Product Idea: Introducing an interactive 
toolkit into AI developer workflows to 
prompt consideration of decision and 
model ramifications (Responsible AI / 
Ethics by Design)

Overview
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● Old method: paper/PDF checklists 
with top-down approach.

● ResponsibleX: interactive, promotes 
ethical AI, considers bias, privacy, 
security, harm in the design.

● Aimed to replace checklists, 
but lacked user research.

Context
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Transitioning to 
Interactive Gamified Tool

Screenshot: ResponsibleX PrototypeScreenshot: Ethical AI Model Checklist
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Research Questions

● How can the tool be improved to ensure 
seamless adoption by AI developers?

● Which features are currently absent? 
Which features are redundant?

● Is it advisable for ResponsibleX 
to replace traditional checklists?
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Constraints

● Timeline: 2-3 weeks
● Recruitment challenges: expensive 

& busy AI developers
● Exploratory nature and limited 

previous user research
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Method
● Interviews and usability tests with 14 AI 

developers, testing checklist & 
ResponsibleX.

● 5 additional cognitive walkthroughs to 
dig deeper into gaps and issues.

● Synthesized using affinity diagrams and 
extracted user needs.

● Prioritized features based on time, 
effort, and significance in collaboration 
with the designer, developer, manager, 
and project owner.

Checklist

ResponsibleX
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High-Level Findings
● 86% believe the tool boosts awareness 

and self-learning for responsible AI.
● SUS rates ResponsibleX's usability 

higher than the checklist (73 vs. 42).
● 71% want clarity on project specifics, 

stages, and roles.
● 57% want the checklist as an addition.
● Issues with unclear terms.
● Importance of remembering past 

interactions highlighted in the 
walkthroughs.
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“made me reflect on my previous choices and how I would describe 
my decisions when I had to develop the system”

“would be helpful if the guidelines were tailored to the specific tasks”



Product Impact
All high priority research findings were applied!

Addition of roles, project type & stage
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Clarification of terms

Importing past interactions

Addition of hierarchy & 
categories to the output



Business Impact

● Adoption by 2 business units.
● External impact as a research 

publication and a corporate blog 
post for brand promotion.

● Strategically repositioned as a 
complement product and method to 
the checklist rather than a substitute.

● Filing a patent
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Next Steps Based on Research Insights
● Broaden ResponsibleX's reach to 

additional domains (scalability & 
adaptability).

● Integrate a user interaction-based 
recommender system to enhance 
initial user engagement for 
newcomers.

● Create an executive dashboard, 
furnishing key insights into AI 
developers’ on-the-ground practices 
to elevate business value & impact.
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Reflections - What I Learned?

● Engage with external users beyond 
the company at the initial stages to 
explore open-sourcing opportunities.

● Optimize recruitment efficiency by 
creating a dedicated internal platform 
for usability studies and developing 
strategies to incentivize participation.

● Reframing as internal partnerships 
and collaboration instead of 
recruitment.
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Contact
https://mohammad.tahaei.com/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/tahaei/

mohammad@tahaei.com

“efficient in time management, allowing him to keep the 
research projects on track and deliver the results on time, 
without losing the quality.” [Alisa Frik, Senior UXR]

“easily one of my most productive students. He has 
an excellent eye for interesting research problems 
and the attention to detail needed to realize them.” 
[Kami Vaniea, Associate Professor]

“highly professional and amiable colleague . . . was 
involved in a number of projects, worked with a 
colleagues at varying levels of seniority and 
experience, and acted as a mentor for junior 
colleagues.” [Louise Evans, Research Manager]

What Do Former Teammates Have to Say?
[Quotes from LinkedIn recommendations]
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